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Tonight's op-ed pieces will in part shock people into saying OMG it was all in front of 

our faces and yet so many couldn't see it, I have spoken about seeing the patterns, the 

seeing of them, will reveal further patterns as they always repeat, and then connecting the 

dots, like The Russia with Love series connected so many dots, the pieces tonight will 

connect a lot more. This show is known for connecting the sleight of hand tactics and 

bringing it to the fore, tonight you will see the real hidden hand, of how they operate, 

think ahead, plan strategically and set an intention, and how sadly we the people deliver 

what they wanted. Time to really think and act different. 

 

*With regards to things mentioned last night and recent shows, and the jury being out, I 

will say the jury is still out.  

 

*Feds and traitors in The Treasury are still playing games and I suspect they are trying to 

get funding from The Trust for the RV program, that will not be happening ever, they can 

take that to the bank, if they have any left. 

 

*Margaret Sanger and planned parenthood, Planned Parenthood is not a modern day 

thing and has it's roots that go way back into the 1880's, this piece and the follow up will 

show where it all started. The programs of division was born as far back as then, a piece 

that has all the ingredients of nazism, eugenics, occultism and psychotic tendencies, with 

all the usual characters in place. Jack Parsons, Darwin, Hubbard, Steiner, Blavatsky, 

Crowley, Ku Klux Klan, the Democrats, the catholic church and Feminism, all rolled into 

one giant future population reduction program. Born in Ireland and an advocate for 

women's rights, but also a strong advocate for birth control which was banned in America 

until hers and others work overturned it. Sanger was arrested at least eight times for 

expressing her views during an era in which speaking publicly about contraception was 

illegal. Anthony Comstock, a grocery clerk and leader in the purity movement, purity 

movement is another name for eugenics, Comstock successfully lobbied for the passage 

of the 1873 Comstock Act, a federal law prohibiting mailing of "any article or thing 

designed or intended for the prevention of conception or procuring of abortion" as well as 

any form of contraceptive information, this was to counteract the Free love movement 

that was prevalent at that time, and you all thought the hippie movement of the 1960's 

was the first public attempt at that, clearly not, history always repeats itself. The hippie 

movement of the 1870's then created the counteract movement of the 1880's and the new 

religion program called The New Age, which was later rolled out after two world wars 

and population reductionism program. It was the 1930's before the banning of materials 

linked to contraception was partially overturned, and 1957 before it was fully overturned. 

This woman had serious backing from somewhere as nowhere in her records shows 

where her funds came from in her early days for travel globally, based in New York, she 
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travelled to a Dutch birth control clinic in 1915, later funding became available and 

followed by trips to China, Korea and Japan in the mid 1920's plus the cost of setting up a 

clinic, the first of it's kind in 1923, the clinic and 3 trips to Asia were all heavily funded 

by the Rockerfellers. After World War II, the birth control movement had accomplished 

the goal of making birth control legal, and advocacy for reproductive rights began to 

focus on abortion, public funding, and insurance coverage. Birth control advocacy 

organizations around the world also began to collaborate. In 1946, Sanger helped found 

the International Committee on Planned Parenthood, which evolved into the International 

Planned Parenthood Federation and soon became the world's largest non-governmental 

international family planning organization.[27] In 1952, John D. Rockefeller III founded 

the influential Population Council. There is that connections again back from the 1920's 

of Rockerfeller and Sanger. But before we go in deeper lets just see did their plans put in 

motion in late 1800's work? In America back in 1909 there was 30 live births per 1000 

people, and has plunged ever since, the baby boom they all burble on about and ooh they 

have had too many children, is a quirk of statistics only, a small increase in the middle of 

a plunging drop. By 1935 that 30 births per 1000 went to 18, a drop of 12 births per 1000 

in 26 years, 40% drop, during the war time and up to 1950's it went back up to 26, and 

since then has plunged drastically. The Baby boom era is listed as 1946 to 1964, and yet 

the births increase was actually 1946 to 1950, when it reached it is highest peak since of 

26.5, yet by 1964, it was down to 22, since then by 1970 it was down to 17.5, by 1977 it 

was down to 14.5, with slight increase during 1990's to 16.5 and it has fallen ever since, 

by 2004 it was 14, by 2015 the last figures I could find, it was 12.4. As a point of interest 

with regards to the free love promiscuous movement of the 1960, the birth rate in 1960 

started at 25 and end that decade on 17.5, a 30% drop. With regards to the rise of the 

Feminism movement the middle of the 1960's the rate was 23, it is now 12.4, almost a 

50% drop in live births, now you can see how these programs work, all very silently in 

the background, and how largely we are all oblivious to their intentions, not no more with 

this and other shows. Sanger was riddled with contradictory thinking which we covered 

in last weeks show as this statement shows, Sanger wrote that masturbation was 

dangerous. She stated: "In my personal experience as a trained nurse, while attending 

persons afflicted with various and often revolting diseases, no matter what their ailments, 

I never found any one so repulsive as the chronic masturbator. It would not be difficult to 

fill page upon page of heart-rending confessions made by young girls, whose lives were 

blighted by this pernicious habit, always begun so innocently. Is it not the case that 

masturbation prevents pregnancies? What is wrong with self love? nothing it is connected 

to one self, but of course the church and others in the program, don't want people going 

inward do they? all external and outside of themselves, and then restrict free love as well, 

it is classic mindfuckery program, so people are unsure of which role or mode to be in, it 

is the same word that came up last week, dichotomy, a division or contrast between two 

things that are or are represented as being opposed or entirely different, like I said it is 

mindfuckery, they have done this many times on many subjects. Maybe the problem is 
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she was raised a devout Catholic, were sex was almost considered a crime in any form, 

contraception banned, whilst the ones who made those rules, were committing all kinds 

of heinous sexual crimes on their parishioners. So, she advocated for women's rights, 

women's right to have sex without the burden of pregnancy responsibility, was supportive 

homosexuality and was declared non racist, all sounds good to me, but her statements 

said otherwise and was highly controversial and contradictory in equal measure as you 

will hear shortly. 19. “All of our problems are the result of overbreeding among the 

working class... Knowledge of birth control is essentially moral. Its general, though 

prudent, practice must lead to a higher individuality and ultimately to a cleaner race.” -- 

Margaret Sanger, "Morality and Birth Control," Feb-Mar 1918. 10. "No more children 

should be born when the parents, though healthy themselves, find that their children are 

physically or mentally defective.” -- Sanger, Margaret. (1918) When Should A Woman 

Avoid Having Children? Birth Control Review, Nov. 1918, 6-7, 7. “Eugenics without 

birth control seems to us a house built upon the sands. It is at the mercy of the rising 

stream of the unfit.” -- Sanger, Margaret. (1919) Birth Control and Racial Betterment. 

The Birth Control Review. 2. "The most merciful thing that the large family does to 

one of its infant members is to kill it." -- Woman and the New Race, Chapter 5, "The 

Wickedness of Creating Large Families." (1920) 6. “The most serious evil of our times is 

that of encouraging the bringing into the world of large families. The most immoral 

practice of the day is breeding too many children..." -- Sanger, Margaret. Woman and the 

New Race (1920). Chapter 5: The Wickedness of Creating Large Families. 21. “Birth 

control itself, often denounced as a violation of natural law, is nothing more or less than 

the facilitation of the process of weeding out the unfit, of preventing the birth of 

defectives or of those who will become defectives… If we are to make racial progress, 

this development of womanhood must precede motherhood in every individual woman.” 

-- “Woman and the New Race,” 1920 8. “As an advocate of birth control, I wish to take 

advantage of the present opportunity to point out that the unbalance between the birth rate 

of the ‘unfit’ and the ‘fit,’ admittedly the greatest present menace to civilization, can 

never be rectified by the inauguration of a cradle competition between these two classes.” 

-- Sanger, Margaret. (1921) The Eugenic Value of Birth Control Propaganda. The Birth 

Control 9. “The most urgent problem today is how to limit and discourage the over-

fertility of the mentally and physically defective.” -- Sanger, Margaret. (1921) The 

Eugenic Value of Birth Control Propaganda, Birth Control Review, 17. "Organized 

charity itself is the symptom of a malignant social disease..." -- Sanger, Margaret (1922). 

The Pivot of Civilization. 20. “Feeble-mindedness perpetuates itself from the ranks of 

those who are blandly indifferent to their racial responsibilities. And it is largely this type 

of humanity we are now drawing upon to populate our world for the generations to come. 

In this orgy of multiplying and replenishing the earth, this type is pari passu multiplying 

and perpetuating those direst evils in which we must, if civilization is to survive, extirpate 

by the very roots.” -- Margaret Sanger, The Pivot of Civilization, 1922 16. "... these two 

words [birth control] sum up our whole philosophy... It means the release and cultivation 
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of the better elements in our society, and the gradual suppression, elimination and 

eventual extinction, of defective stocks -- those human weeds which threaten the 

blooming of the finest flowers of American civilization." "High Lights in the History of 

Birth Control," Oct 1923. 15. "Apply a stern and rigid policy of sterilization and 

segregation to that grade of population whose progeny is tainted, or whose inheritance is 

such that objectionable traits may be transmitted to offspring." -- Sanger, Margaret. “My 

Way to Peace,” Jan. 17, 1932. Margaret Sanger Papers, Library of Congress 18. "My own 

position is that the Catholic doctrine is illogical, not in accord with science, and definitely 

against social welfare and race improvement." -- Margaret Sanger, "The Pope's Position 

on Birth Control," Jan. 27, 1932. 11. “A marriage license shall in itself give husband and 

wife only the right to a common household and not the right to parenthood." -- Margaret 

Sanger, "America Needs a Code for Babies," Article 3, 27 Mar 1934. 12. "No woman 

shall have the legal right to bear a child, and no man shall have the right to become a 

father, without a permit for parenthood." -- Margaret Sanger, "America Needs a Code for 

Babies," Article 4, March 27, 1934. 13. "Permits for parenthood shall be issued upon 

application by city, county, or state authorities to married couples, providing they are 

financially able to support the expected child, have the qualifications needed for proper 

rearing of the child, have no transmissible diseases, and, on the woman’s part, no medical 

indication that maternity is likely to result in death or permanent injury to health." -- 

Margaret Sanger, "America Needs a Code for Babies," Article 5, March 27, 1934. 14. 

"No permit for parenthood shall be valid for more than one birth..." -- Margaret Sanger, 

"America Needs a Code for Babies," Article 6, March 27, 1934. 4. “I accepted an 

invitation to talk to the women's branch of the Ku Klux Klan... I was escorted to the 

platform, was introduced, and began to speak...In the end, through simple illustrations I 

believed I had accomplished my purpose. A dozen invitations to speak to similar groups 

were proffered.” -- Margaret Sanger, An Autobiography, published in 1938, p. 366 3 . 

"We don’t want the word to go out that we want to exterminate the Negro 

population..." -- Letter to Dr. Clarence J. Gamble, December 10, 1939, p. 2 1. "But for 

my view, I believe that there should be no more babies." -- Interview with John 

Parsons, 1947 5. “I think the greatest sin in the world is bringing children into the world, 

that have disease from their parents, that have no chance in the world to be a human 

being practically... Delinquents, prisoners, all sorts of things just marked when they’re 

born. That to me is the greatest sin—that people can—can commit.” -- Interview with 

journalist Mike Wallace, 1957 As you can all hear now it is contradictory This is classic 

program double speak, the sleight of hand tactic used often in alt media, MSM, whereby 

they start off with a program that on the face of it, delivers good things for the people, but 

it hides behind a mask of a program, with real dark intentions. The classic example of this 

is the New Age movement, which funny enough started with some of the same people 

mentioned at the beginning of this piece, New Age was an alternative religious program, 

all prepared back in 1880's for when the public started to walk away from organized 

religion, they knew it was coming, we never. All love and light and lovey dovey, but with 
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a twist behind, oblivious to many, it was another organized trap set for many. Sleep 

walking people into training camps of mind control, better known as Waldorf Steiner 

schools, you all go into the woods hold hands and sing kumbaya (which was written in 

1920's funny enough coincidence? nope, kumbaya my lord, oh dear a calling song for 

Anu, come here my Anu that song means, invoking the master to come here and reign 

over us? kumbaya is a word magic spell song oops), whilst people are off into the woods 

singing kumbaya, they carried on their sinister programs, the classic distraction program, 

where people think they are bucking the system, and are obliviously sleep walking into a 

new program of their making. 

 

*So Sanger was one of the several programs ran from around 1880's through 1920's 

which set the stage for their future and are modern day programs, 1880's brought us 

Blavatsky, Albert Pike, which rolled into Rudolph Steiner, then Crowley and onto 

Hubbard and Parsons, Scientology, then into new age and the channelling programs, all 

of them have elements of not necessarily the truth, which they did, but more of a case of 

what you wanted to hear, it is the classic fishing program technique, where they lure you 

onto the line, and you can't see the hook at the end of it. Even when people see the hook, 

they go into Stockholm syndrome style behavior, due to investing so much time into it, 

and rather than feeling or looking stupid by admitting they went on a wrong path, which 

we have all done several times, they will defend it to the point of total unsanity, the 

classic example is the RV people, but the main one is religion, that has some way to go 

yet, before it fully reveals itself to the many, the pure folly of following that program. 

Nearly all of our current ills stems from that time period, Fed Reserve, Nazism, Eugenics 

and Research programs now known as black budget, genocide of many in WW1, 

genocide of the people of Rus and Slavic Ayrans which set the stage for the reverse 

program 20 years later, with the Nazis and their white only Ayran race seeding the 

populace program, it was never totally about the Ayran race and white only, but to get the 

public to hate all things white, and at a later date and link it with the Ayran program and 

proverbially kill two birds with one stone, an example of this is Black Lives Matter, of 

course their lives matter, but they fail to see it is another program, all lives matter. The 

Ayran program was sowing the seeds for a future program, get everyone against the idea 

of white only as that is Nazi, that is Ayran superior race bs, no it was a hidden agenda of 

their next plan, eliminate the whites not the blacks. This next bit will shock you all, In the 

1920's white people's were 30%+ of the world's population, that is now down to 12%, 

2/3rd's of white peoples demographics gone in under 100 years, think about that for a 

second, 2/3rd's of one species gone, yet where is the save the whites program? white lives 

matter? save the whites charities? or public concerns of how to protect the whites? There 

is none, why? quite simple, they are trying to erase that group. There is no white power 

groups allowed remember, why? because of the program that was etched into peoples 

psyche, the equivalent of looking at a midday sun for longer than a few seconds by the 

Nazis, white power is fascist, racist, violent and divisive, oh the irony of all those words. 
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See how easy it is to set it all up over time? and also see how few could work out the real 

agenda behind it, only critical thinking will arrive any researcher to his destination, to the 

rest, you are stuck in the same station for the rest of your life, following a narrative these 

think tanks groups have all laid out for you. They plant the seeds, but it is we who grows 

them by blindly following their script and plans, we have to stop doing that and reverse 

the course, thinking and narrative. People will ask why eliminate the whites, common 

sense answer is the whites are their biggest threat, one could argue we are the most 

creative, that's not said to denigrate other colors, but many of the creative ideas, not 

necessarily the delivery of the ideas (sadly in most cases color slavery was used for that) 

have all come from the white race. So, if you connect the dots eliminate 70-90M Rus, 

eliminate Slavonic Ayrans which includes parts of Turkey, Syria and Iran (which means 

Land of the Ayrans), decimated Europe in WW2 then flooded it with migrants, create 

fear program of all things Ayran via The Nazis and the stage is set, see the pattern now? 

once you see the pattern, you then connect the dots. The reality was it was setting the 

stage for the next program of WW3 clash of the civilizations of Muslims and Christians 

designated for 1990, which would have led to destruction of middle east, Europe and the 

Americas, setting the stage for Eastern control, as arranged back in 1912. Russian 

holocaust was done, the 6M Jews figure was imprinted into peoples psyche, Balfour 

Declaration, elimination in WW1 of between 20-50M Chinese (has anyone asked how 

20M never mind 50M chinese were killed? or by whom? (when they never left their 

borders?)Planned Parent hood, Occultism and Crowley, Steiner narrative, the takeover of 

Ireland, takeover of the worlds finances, the changing of peoples culture and boundaries, 

the creation of the wealth families like Rockerfellers, Carnegies, Rothschilds, Warburgs 

etc kicking into a new gear, and people thought the Nazis in 1940's were the worst? that 

was the sleight of hand, these people, groups and programs were all implemented 50 or 

so years prior, and humanity 100 years later is still paying the price for that time period. 

The sinking of the Olympic not The Titanic heralded in the real dark ages of humanity, in 

essence the ship sinking is symbolic of the sinking of the white race, from where I am 

standing it is the elephant in the room, classic sleight of hand, appear to target one group, 

but are actually manipulating another, but it also symbolizes the fall of humanity in many 

ways, we have descended into the pit and we have a long climb to get back out, 

ultimately that rests in each and every one of us to make that climb. 

 

*In regards to the mention of where are all the good guys and reply there are none, is 

more true in the highest levels than people think, all bought and paid for to play their 

game, there is a few who got wrapped up in the system, but for the majority it is in them 

all along, cabal go on profiling from a young age and categorize if people fit into certain 

molds or roles, so it is in their DNA so to speak to begin with, like the cor-pirate 

structure, it is all about how far you can trample all over your work colleagues to get to 

the so called top, reality is, you are nowhere the top as you thought, you all just bought 

into the illusion of being important, even some of the 301 bloodline families have found 
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that out to their cost recently. Then we come to our level, of where are all the good guys? 

there is many good people, 1. but will they wake up? 2. if they do wake up how far will 

they go to be the change? 3. are they prepared in some cases to sacrifice their lifestyle to 

get involved? 4. will they accept heightened levels of abuse and ridicule? 5. will they put 

their life on hold whilst doing so? 6. Will they be bought off to shut up or stand down? 7. 

will they literally put their life on the line for the cause? 7 big questions that all can ask of 

themselves, the reality is very few will do all 7, and therein lies the issue does it not, just 

how far are you prepared to go to change not only your life, but everyone else's, it's a big 

sacrifice that sadly only the few are prepared to make, fighting for a cause that is greater 

than you, those people are few and far between, we know we have observed it. The key is 

like the 100 series, you have to create good guys by joining up together, overlapping 

circles of people that eventually form the pattern of the flower of life, that is our task 

ahead, and if you really want change, more people have to have the fortitude to do all 7 of 

the above. One of my biggest bug bears in America is the so called militia, training in the 

woods forever and a day it seems. Militia groups were highly prevalent around 2009 -

2014 that they were going to do this that and the other, reality is they did jack, now I 

know there are many passionate militia around the country who were willing to do what 

their affiliation stands for, but it was riddled with anti American agents, agency spooks 

and also cowards. The minute they were asked to do anything of note, they all turned 

tales and ran, fine running around the woods and shooting animals for sport it seems, but 

when it comes to real action, off they ran hiding behind legalese, oh we can't do that it's 

illegal, really? but our whole system of government is illegal and that's ok is it? The 

militia was formed to step in if a government went rogue supposedly, how rogue has it 

got to be before they act? I rarely give myself any praise as it is not in my nature, but you 

people should be utterly ashamed that a Brit has done more to try and correct the ills of 

this country, than all of you combined, and that applies to all Americans who haven't 

stood up enough as well. This is your country, you were all born here, I wasn't, proud to 

be American many of you sing, but not proud enough to protect and fight for your fellow 

Americans? it's shameful and a national embarrassment, stand up and show some back 

bone will you. This is your country, your country I am telling you now is in a death 

spiral, that is not a throw away line, it is a fact. We are dying by a death of a thousand 

cuts and you have by and large ignored it, 330M people and only a few bother, whilst 

pandering to psychopaths like Bushes, Clintons, Cheney, Rumsfeld, voted for people who 

are known sex offenders, voted for Nazis, and voted the mentally challenged like Pelosi 

and Waters, to name but a few, you all voted for them, they never forced you to vote, you 

just followed orders, have you forgotten you have your own choice, not theirs? Triality 

thinking not duality thinking, the glorious human creation that we are, reduced to 

cowering, fear, personal and collective apathy, acceptance of slavery, acceptance of 

crimes that are the most heinous things I have ever heard, acceptance of child abuse, 

child sex slavery, child harvesting and child ritual abuse, torture and death, and the 

majority of you in this country just ignore it, Proud to American? not in my book it's all 
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fake, and it is time when all stepped into reality. The important thing is not whether we 

get funding, or whether there was russian collusion or not, or whether Hillary has done 

2000 crimes or just 1, the important thing is you all fight to save this country, it's dying, 

the financials are gone, there is nothing left, no military, no government, no constitution, 

no currency, no banks, no rights for legal representation, your car, your home, your 

possessions, your bank accounts and the worse, no rights to your children, and we 

tolerate this shit and spend time arguing whether the earth is flat or round, use the source 

damn brains you were born with for once, and fight not only for this country, this planet, 

but for the very survival of our species, and again that is not a throw away line, it is a 

fact. JFK's words ring in the ears, ask not what your country can do for you, ask what can 

you do for your country, reality is, the country has done nothing for us, so ask what can 

you do for your people? This is your country not mine, and it is both sad and shameful to 

me that a Brit has stood up more for this country than the majority of Americans have, 

time for you all to do your part me thinks and reverse that path. I am proud to be and live 

American, but how many of the 330M can really say they have done their part in saving 

the peoples of this country?  

 

 


